PROFICIENCY COURSE ON DESIGN THINKING

5 DAY BOOTCAMP

NOTE THE NEW DATES!!!

STAY TUNED

JULY 22ND - JULY 26TH

IEM DEPARTMENT

RVCE

CONTACT

PROF. ARCHANA M S
9731035083
TOPICS COVERED

- Principles and practices of Design Thinking
- How to discover and define an important problem
- Ideation techniques
- How to convert an idea into a compelling business plan
- Presentation techniques

FOUNDATIONS IN DESIGN THINKING

- A Practical approach to gain insights for Innovation
- This course provides deep skills to convert Ideas into Actions
- Course will comprise of Engaging Video Lessons, Hands on Activities, sharing insights and gathering Feedback

WHO CAN ATTEND

- Exclusive to Students of RVCE
- Industry professionals
- Faculties

REGISTRATION AMOUNT

INR 5000 + GST

CONTACT
PROF. ARCHANA M S
9731035083